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ASSEMBLY WHITE PAPERS

Automation 201: A Deep Dive
Into Clarifying Your
Requirements for Project
Success

Robots make a big difference as an industrial
manufacturing tool, but understanding how to
prepare your factory for automation can be tricky.
There is a lot to know ahead of time, and good
preparation is key.

Optimizing Your Processes With
the Correct Power Tool for
Noncritical Fastening

Identifying the best torque tool for your application
is paramount in your assembly process. Not all
applications require the complexity and investment
costs associated with DC electric tools.

Solve Manufacturing’s No. 1
Challenge: The Labor Shortage

The Boomer generation continues to retire at a signi�cant
rate. Millennials, Gen X and Gen Z show limited interest in
manufacturing. The demographics of the manufacturing
labor situation are not pretty, and the challenges
continue. Learn how cobots can help increase
productivity, improve quality and address the labor
shortage by allowing employees to focus on more skilled
and valuable tasks.

ASSEMBLY WEBINARS
How Smart Technologies are Supercharging Continuous
Improvement Programs

Join us for an in-depth discussion about innovative linear motion technologies perfectly suited to today’s
�exible automotive assembly lines. Ewellix specializes in systems that optimize body-in-white joining
technologies by increasing adaptability and speed of response. Learn how in this webinar.

How Smart Technologies are Supercharging Continuous
Improvement Programs

Lean Six Sigma has been driving continuous improvement efforts for decades, but its shortcomings have
become apparent. Data gathering is labor-intensive and only able to capture small sample sizes. Now it is
possible to capture data over extended periods and multiple locations at a fraction of the cost of old manual
methods. Learn how in this webinar.

The Critical Role of the Evolving Control Panel

Now, it’s more important than ever for modern facilities to embrace industrial automation. At the heart of
automation is the continuously changing control panel. In this webinar, we’ll discuss key characteristics of an
optimized design, how to exceed industry standards, and mission-critical ways to optimize the electrical and
network infrastructure on the plant �oor.

ASSEMBLY INFO CENTERS

Factory of the Future

The Industrial Internet of Things is transforming the world of manufacturing. Manufacturers are using
internet-enabled technologies to improve their operations, from the granular level of individual
manufacturing processes to the global level of worldwide supply chains. Here you’ll �nd information on the
latest smart automation technologies.

Smart Pressing Technology

Assembling one part to another usually requires a third material—screws, rivets or adhesives—but it doesn’t
have to. In fact, sometimes all you have to do is insert one part tightly into a hole in another part or bend, fold
or deform a feature on one part to capture the other. Here you’ll �nd information on how to get the most out
of servo-driven presses.

Sensor Solutions

Automation is dumb. It can only do what it's told, over and over again. Without a sense of sight or touch,
automated devices can’t know if parts are present. They can't tell if parts have been picked up successfully.
Here you'll �nd everything you need to know about sensors for automation.

Automate Quality Inspection With AI

The advent of machine vision in the 1980s was a boon to automated assembly. Vision systems can check
for the presence or absence of parts; measure part alignment and dimensions; look for scratches and other
�aws; read codes and alphanumeric characters; and even provide guidance for robots. Now, arti�cial
intelligence promises to take machine vision to the next level. Unlike traditional image-processing software,
which relies on task-speci�c algorithms, deep learning software uses a multilayer network of neural self-
learning algorithms to recognize good and bad parts. Learn all about it in this info center. 

 

ASSEMBLY PODCASTS
3D Printing: The Bene�ts of Xerox's ElemX
Metal Additive Manufacturing Process

We connect with Tali Rosman, vice president and general manager
of Xerox Elem Additive Solutions, to discuss the bene�ts of Xerox's
new liquid-metal printing technology, ElemX. ElemX uses metal wire
instead of metal powders to make parts. As a result, the technology
promises to be easier to use and implement.

ASSEMBLY TV

Just-in-Time vs. Just-in-Case

In his latest commentary, industry analyst Jim Smith questions
the wisdom of just-in-time production systems dependent on far-
�ung suppliers. According to Smith, JIT is ill-suited to new global
conditions. The time is right for just-in-case inventory. Do you
agree?
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PRODUCTS

Sockets Remove Worn Fasteners

Assemblers can easily remove and reuse any rusted,
rounded and worn hex-head fastener with a Crescent Bolt
Biter extractor/driver socket. Five sizes are available, all of
which feature a 1/4 inch hex shank and a head that �ts
either a 1/4-, 5/16-, 7/16-, 1/2- or 5/8-inch-wide fastener. To
loosen a fastener, set the power tool to reverse mode, insert
the socket, place the socket head snugly onto the fastener
and press the trigger. The powerful tool removes the
fastener within a second or two. Installing and tightening a
fastener is done just as quickly by changing the tool’s
operation mode to forward. Made of chrome molybdenum
alloy with a black oxide �nish, the socket head never
rounds off the fastener’s hex head because it applies no
pressure to the hex edges. The sockets work equally well
on standard and metric nuts and bolts, and can be stored
on a rack that comes with the set in a carrying case.

Apex Tool Group LLC

919-362-1670

www.crescenttool.com  

Dispensing System for High-Viscosity Materials

The LiquiPrep LP804 TT system relies on gravity and
vacuum technology (up to 2 millibar �nal pressure) to move
viscous thermal materials from two temperature-controlled
tanks into two diaphragm delivery pumps. There, the
material undergoes homogenization, tempering and
circulation to ensure degassing, sediment prevention and
optimum �ow before being dispensed onto electronic
components. State-of-the-art sensors automatically
determine the optimum �lling level for consistently high
production. The pumps offer greater wear resistance and
longer service life than a traditional piston pump, and their
simple design lets customers perform quick and easy
maintenance. The system effectively handles self-leveling
potting materials with a viscosity of up to 70,000
megapascals. All dispensed material is completely
homogeneous and bubble-free, resulting in high-quality
electronic components.  

Scheugenp�ug Inc.

770-218-0835

www.scheugenp�ug-dispensing.com 

Software Lets Engineers Share Big-Data CAD
Models Online

XVL Web3D Manager software accommodates gigabyte-
size 3D models with bills of material and all metadata to
further enhance design-engineering-team collaboration.
The software enables fast, easy and free access to
complete product data using any browser that supports
HTML 5, without any extensions. It also provides complete
management of XVL data �les. Capabilities include storage
of related �les (such as 2D drawings and work instructions
in PDF and Microsoft Excel), and controlled sharing of 3D
data using authentication (SAML-based single sign-on)
and access rights. Common use cases range from accessing
interactive assembly work instructions, to procuring
complete product model information. End-users can search
the complete product structure within the CAD model,
including all subassemblies and parts, for fast
identi�cation. Visitors to the supplier’s website can try up
to four interactive demos.

Lattice Technology Inc.

720-330-3197

https://info.lattice3d.com/web3d-examples 

High-Speed Indexing Chassis

The Buffalo high-speed indexing chassis contains more
than a dozen proprietary design and control innovations.
For starters, it is servo-driven, without mechanical indexers,
and its indexing distance can be changed with the push of
a button on the HMI. A nest repeatability of 10 microns is
possible, and nests can added or removed with minimal
disassembly. Chassis length and operating speed are fully
customizable. If necessary, an operating speed of 300
cycles per minute can be maintained over a length of
3,600 millimeters, center-to-center. The chassis is also
modular and durable, built for the long haul thanks to high
precision, workmanship and quality components. It runs
smoothly, quietly and with so little vibration that a person
touching it doesn’t even know the chassis is running.

Blur Machine Laboratory

617-557-4188

www.blurmachinelab.com 
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SEE IT AT

Servo Press Increases Flexibility
When Clinching Metal Sheets

A ssembling one part to another doesn’t always require a third material, such as screws, rivets, adhesive or �ller metal.
Sometimes all you have to do is bend, fold or deform a feature on one part.

This is the idea behind clinching, a joining process that involves using a punch and die to plastically form a mechanical interlock
between metal sheets. Process bene�ts include joining sheets of different thicknesses or materials (including stainless steel),
not damaging anticorrosive coatings on metal, and allowing for an adhesive or other material to be located between the sheets.

The Kistler Group, in cooperation with clinch tooling and pliers specialist BTM, recently introduced the �rst electromechanical
servo press speci�cally designed to optimize the clinching process. Called the NCFC (2163A), the press offers high-precision,
energy-e�cient part joining with assured quality.

Compact size and lightweight design make the servo press ideal for use on robot arms and stationary or mobile workstations. It
can also be operated as a stand-alone machine or as part of a complete clinching system from BTM. Other key features include
a traverse mode to safely reduce speed and de�ection compensation of the mounting bracket to precisely set the residual base-
material thickness.

The press offers signi�cant energy savings compared to pneumatic or pneumohydraulic units, and its hybrid cable allows for
quick installation. Complete control and transparency of each production step is another bene�t.

When end-users require monitoring of the clinching process, the NCFC can be used with the maXYmos NC system. This system
uses an integrated sensor to provide continuous force-displacement monitoring, graphic visualization and complete
documentation. Stand-alone system control eliminates the need for an additional industrial PC.

Two versions of the NCFC are available, with nominal joining forces of 55 and 80 kilonewtons, respectively. The press is also well
suited for installing self-piercing rivets.

For more information on servo presses, click www.kistler.com or visit the company’s booth at The ASSEMBLY Show. The Kistler
Group is one of many suppliers of presses that will be exhibiting at the show, which will take place Oct. 25-27 at the Donald E.
Stephens Convention Center in Rosemont, IL. Besides suppliers of presses, you’ll �nd 225 suppliers of motion control technology,
parts feeders, fastening tools, software and other assembly technologies. For more information, visit
www.theassemblyshow.com.

Shown is an NCFC servo press and BTM lightweight frame, including a clinching tool and the maXYmos NC force displacement monitoring
system. Photo courtesy Kistler Group
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ASSEMBLY LINES
Robot Vision System Can Identify

Occluded Objects
GWANGJU, South Korea—Engineers at the
Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology
(GIST) have developed a system that enables
robots to detect visible, partially occluded and
unseen objects in a single framework.

Traditionally, when arti�cial intelligence systems
encounter scenes where objects are not fully
visible, machines have to make estimations
based only on the visible parts of the objects.
They also struggle to identify individual objects in
cluttered scenes where some objects are partially
or completely hidden behind others. This partial
information leads to detection errors, and large
training data is required to correctly recognize
such scenes.

Engineers in South Korea have developed a system that enables robots to
detect visible, partially occluded and unseen objects in a single framework.
Illustration courtesy Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology

"We expect a robot to recognize and manipulate objects they have not encountered before or been trained to recognize,” says
Seunghyeok Back, a Ph.D. student who recently worked on a research project with Associate Professor Kyoobin Lee, Ph.D. “In
reality, however, we need to manually collect and label data one by one, as the generalizability of deep neural networks depends
highly on the quality and quantity of the training dataset."

“Previous methods are limited to either detecting only speci�c types of objects or detecting only the visible regions without
explicitly reasoning over occluded areas,” explains Lee, who serves as director of the AI laboratory at GIST. “By contrast, our
method can infer the hidden regions of occluded objects like a human vision system. This enables a reduction in data collection
efforts while improving performance in a complex environment.”

To train the model in identifying object geometry, Back and Lee developed a database containing 45,000 photorealistic synthetic
images containing depth information. With this data, the model was able to detect a variety of occluded objects. Upon
encountering a cluttered scene, it �rst picks out the object of interest and then determines if the object is occluded by
segmenting the object into a “visible mask” and an “amodal mask.”

To enable “occlusion reasoning” in their system, the engineers used “hierarchical occlusion modeling,” which assigned a
hierarchy to the combination of multiple extracted features and their prediction order.

New System Improves Sensor-Based
Quality Inspection Process

HANNOVER, Germany—The quality of various production
processes is ensured by a large number of sensor-based
inspections that generate vast amounts of data.
However, information from the individual sensors has
traditionally only been looked at in isolation.

Engineers at the Fraunhofer Institute of Optronics,
System Technologies and Image Exploitation (ISOB) have
addressed the issue by linking all of the data to create a
consolidated overview. Their AutoInspect system weaves
measured value together to detect hidden faults and
improve product quality.

“The wealth of data generated at the sensor-based
inspection points constitutes a valuable treasure trove of
hidden information,” says Henning Schulte, AutoInspect
project manager. “By linking them, we are able to unearth
this treasure.”

AutoInspect links sensor-based inspection data together to detect hidden
faults and improve product quality. Photo courtesy Fraunhofer Institute of
Optronics, System Technologies and Image Exploitation

According to Schulte, AutoInspect provides a consolidated overview and enables intelligent evaluation of all relevant inspection
data and measured values. In this way, previously unrecognized interrelationships in the manufacturing process suddenly
become visible. This makes it easier to identify the causes of faults, which in turn makes the entire production process more
e�cient and improves product quality.

“We are helping [manufacturers] gain a better understanding of what are often complex production quality issues and to get to
grips with them more quickly by enabling them to intelligently analyze all of the linked inspection data throughout the entire
process,” explains Schulte.

AutoInspect is not tied to speci�c sensors, relying instead on the open OPC UA (OPC Uni�ed Architecture) interface.

“Any sensor or measuring device that is compatible with OPC UA can be easily integrated into AutoInspect via plug and play,”
claims Schulte. “Moreover, it is possible for a worker to carry out manual inspections assisted by augmented reality.”

Evaluation of the measurement results is not limited to the current production process or the one just completed. The history of
the inspection results within AutoInspect can be analyzed beyond the current batch or manufacturing process.

This makes it possible to observe the product life cycle of machines or vehicles across maintenance and inspection intervals.

“Particularly when inspecting safety-relevant components, the ability to consider all of the maintenance cycles, including all of
the data in AutoInspect, means that the causes of defects can be traced more quickly,” says Schulte. “Ideally, problems can even
be detected in advance using AI-based data analysis and the safety of the respective machine or plant can be quickly restored.”

Toyota Deploys AI Vision System on Assembly Lines
AUSTIN, TX—Toyota Motor North America (TMNA) is deploying an
arti�cial intelligence-based computer vision system at its 14
manufacturing plants. The company is working with engineers
from Invisible AI to improve manual assembly operations.

Toyota Motor Manufacturing Indiana is the �rst TMNA facility to
deploy the technology at scale. The plant in Princeton, IN, which
assembles the Highlander SUV and Sienna minivan, is installing
500 edge AI devices this year.

They feature high-resolution 3D cameras that track all plant �oor
activity without using the cloud or any bandwidth. The self-
contained AI devices process body motion data to identify
potential for high-stress injuries and prevent simple defects in real-
time. Software can be deployed in 60 seconds without any coding
or engineering expertise. Toyota Motor North America is deploying an arti�cial

intelligence-based computer vision system at its 14
manufacturing plants. Photo courtesy Invisible AI

“Invisible AI has been a great partner as we work toward building the manufacturing processes of the future,” says Jihad Abdul-
Rahiim, an advanced technology engineer at Toyota. “[It] is not only helping us �nd opportunities for improvement on assembly
lines, but we’re also constantly �nding new use cases for their technology, such as ergonomics analysis to proactively prevent
injuries.”

“We are thrilled to expand our work with Toyota Motor North America,” adds Eric Danziger, CEO of Invisible AI. “We are building
computer vision systems that learn continuously, unsupervised and generate real business value for customers on day one.”

According to Danzinger, Invisible AI and Toyota’s Manufacturing Project Innovation Center have worked on the project for two
years.

BMW Outlines ‘Factory of the Future’

MUNICH—BMW’s iFactory initiative is the
automaker’s master plan for the auto assembly
plant of tomorrow. The goal of the project is to
make its factories lean, green and digital.

“Lean” stands for e�ciency, precision and
extreme �exibility; “green” for sustainability,
resource-e�ciency and circularity; and “digital”
refers to the active use of arti�cial intelligence,
data science, and augmented and virtual reality
technology.

“Automotive manufacturing of the future
requires a new, holistic way of thinking,” says
Milan Nedeljković, member of the board of
management at of BMW AG responsible for
production. “With our iFactory, we are leading
the way and setting new standards in �exibility,
e�ciency, sustainability and digitalization.

BMW is focusing on making its auto factories lean, green and digital. Photo courtesy
BMW AG

“The BMW iFactory is not a one-off showpiece, but an approach we will implement at all our plants in the future, from our 100-
year-old home plant in Munich to our forthcoming [next-generation EV] plant in Debrecen, Hungary,” explains Nedeljković.

“Our production network has three key strengths: maximum �exibility, excellent processes and outstanding integration
capabilities,” claims Nedeljković. “We are the absolute benchmark in all three. And, they are the focal points of our iFactory.”
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THEME APPLIANCE ASSEMBLY

Halimah Cleveland, operations manager at GE Appliances’ Camden plant, inspects the cooling line on new robotic equipment. The new $70
million plant includes advanced systems for metal fabrication and welding, robotics for material handling and processing, and enameling of the
steel. Photo courtesy GE Appliances

GE Appliances Opens $70 Million Water
Heater Assembly Plant in South Carolina

THINGS5

1
GE Appliances, a Haier company, opened a $70 million state-of-the-art water heater assembly plant in Camden, SC, on May 11.

The plant, which previously made refrigerators, has been renovated to serve as the company’s “center for excellence” for water
heater manufacturing. Renovations began at the end of 2020, and the facility was designed to accommodate future expansion.

Since 2016, GE Appliances has invested $2 billion in its U.S. manufacturing and distribution operations, adding more than 3,000
new employees and creating an additional 88,000 jobs.

“Investing in U.S. manufacturing is a winning strategy for GE Appliances, bringing us even closer to our customers and enabling
us to serve them better,” says Kevin Nolan, president and CEO for GE Appliances. “We’re doubling down on innovation in high-
tech products, cutting-edge, advanced manufacturing and creating American jobs.”

The plant is vertically integrated and will produce water heaters starting from coils of steel. The new plant includes advanced
systems for metal fabrication and welding, robotics for material handling and processing, and enameling of the steel.  

During the construction and in preparation for launch, more than 50 team leaders and maintenance employees completed more
than 5,700 hours of training in robotics, welding and mechatronics at nearby Central Carolina Technical College. The plant will
initially employ 140 people.

2
Whirlpool Corp. temporarily halted production at its assembly plant in Clyde, OH, in March amid global supply chain struggles. Photo courtesy
Whirlpool Corp.

Whirlpool Temporarily Halts Production at
Ohio Assembly Plant

Whirlpool Corp. temporarily halted production at its assembly plant in Clyde, OH, in March amid global supply chain struggles.

The appliance giant issued a statement March 4 that all hourly employees at the plant, except for those working in skilled trades,
will be temporarily laid off. The layoffs started March 7, but workers returned to their normal schedules a week later.

“Our 15,000 U.S. manufacturing employees in our nine plants across the U.S. have been working tirelessly to meet consumer
needs,” the statement begins. “Like other companies across the globe, Whirlpool is impacted by supply chain disruptions and
constraints. To align our production schedule to the current environment, next week we are scheduling down days for all hourly
employees at our Clyde operations with the exception of skilled trades. We are focused on overcoming these challenges and to
provide for our consumers who need our appliances more than ever to clean, cook and provide proper food and medicine storage
in their homes.”

The 2.4-million-square-foot plant employs some 3,000 people. Prior to the pandemic, the plant was assembling approximately
20,000 washers daily.

3
Stanley Engineered Fastening has designed a machine for an appliance OEM that automatically installs 12 blind rivets
simultaneously in a panel for a laundry dryer.  

Speci�cally, the machine sets 4-millimeter Avex aluminum break-stem rivets in just 20 seconds. Previously, the manufacturer
had used 12 screws to fasten the panel, with a cycle time of 60 seconds. The riveting system is faster and has improved product
quality. A blow-feed unit transfers the rivets to the insertion heads. The work area is height adjustable, and the unit is modular for
ease of extending or upgrading.

The Avex aluminum rivet is a multi-grip, nonstructural fastener with a retained stem. It features good hole �ll and a large blind-
side bearing area, making it good for use in thin sheet materials. Avex rivets can be used to fasten metal to metal, plastic to
plastic, and metal to plastic. The rivet is available in diameters ranging from 3 to 6.4 millimeters. Three head styles are available:
dome, countersunk and large �ange.

Stanley Engineered Fastening has designed a machine that automatically installs 12 blind rivets simultaneously in a panel for a laundry dryer.
Photo courtesy Stanley Engineered Fastening

Automated System Installs Blind Rivets
in Dryer Assembly

4
BSH Home Appliances Corp. is exploring use cases for smart glasses for manufacturing, warehousing and customer service. 
The company is already using smart glasses as a maintenance tool at its assembly plant in Dillingen, Germany. Now, BSH is
working with Tooz Technologies, a start-up developing optical systems for smart glasses, to explore other possible use cases for
the technology.

For example, smart glasses could allow workers to receive step-by-step visual instructions on how to complete assembly or
repair tasks while keeping their hands free. Earlier this year, the company held a virtual “hackathon” to consider other potential
uses for the technology. Sixteen BSH teams from around the world participated in the event.

Several proposals stood out. One idea is to equip appliance repair technicians in the �eld with smart glasses. Before, during and
after an assignment, smart glasses would provide support with navigation, diagnostics, information and additional services,
keeping the technician’s hands free.  

“When a service technician has to make a home visit, the expectation that the problem will be �xed the �rst time is higher than
ever. A second visit is out of question,” says Baris Taptik, IT innovation expert at BSH. “With this in mind, service technicians are a
great use case for smart glasses.”

Smart glasses could also be an aid for appliance disassembly. The technology could be used to give workers hands-free
guidance during disassembly, enabling BSH to standardize the process and facilitate recycling and reusing of components and
materials.

BSH also sees smart glasses as a marketing aid, enabling customers to envision new appliances in their own kitchens. The
technology could even become a potential revenue source—either as an accessory to a smart appliance or a stand-alone
consumer product. Sebastian Schwartze, head of design regional and tactical brands at BSH, believes that smart glasses could
become a consumer’s new constant companion, much like smartphones are now. Smart glasses could, for example, store a
shopping list and guide the consumer through a grocery, ticking off items as they are picked from shelves. Then, at home, the
glasses could provide step-by-step instructions—including text, audio and video—to make a recipe.

“Smart glasses and the particularly immersive concept behind them—mixing digital and analog visual content—are the logical
step after smartphones, smart watches and other wearables,” he says. “A few years from now, cooking classes from Gordon
Ramsay or Marie Kondo will happen on your smart glasses.”

BSH Home Appliances envisions a bright future for smart glasses, both in assembly plants and in the home. Photo courtesy Tooz Technologies

BSH Sees Potential for Smart Glasses
on the Assembly Line

The producer price index (PPI) for the electrical equipment and appliance manufacturing industry for April 2022 was 183.263,
according to the latest economic data from Federal Reserve. That compares with 181.331 in March 2022 and 156.1 for April

2020. The PPI measures the average change over time in the prices domestic producers receive for their output. It is a measure
of in�ation at the wholesale level of the economy. The baseline for the index (100) is December 2023.

183.263
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ASSEMBLY IN ACTION
Ricoh Positively Shutters at
Automated Cartridge Production
Manufacturers love automation, regardless of
whether they make super-large items like
airplanes, or small commercial products such
as disposable razor blade re�lls. The reason for
this affection is simple: Automated equipment
makes things more quickly, accurately,
consistently and cost-effectively than people.

Ricoh UK Products Ltd. makes midsize
products, but relies on automation
nonetheless. For example, the company’s
Telford, England, facility uses lean and digital
manufacturing to produce color toner
cartridges for o�ce machines.

In early 2019, Ricoh had integrator Evershed
Robotics Ltd. build a new production station
there for shutters used on the cartridges. The
shutter is what opens and closes the cartridge
cap during printing.

Evershed recommended the station be
equipped with two TH650A SCARA robots and
a Cartesian robot (all from Shibaura Machine)
to simplify assembly. The station also features
six bowl feeders surrounding a rotary indexer,
and an Omron PLC that continuously
communicates with the SCARAs.

This packing tray is held in place by a vacuum attachment at the end of a Cartesian
robot’s Z-axis arm. Photo courtesy Shibaura Machine

A high-speed robot, the TH650A SCARA offers an arm length of 650 millimeters (300 on the �rst axis and 350 on the second)
with a maximum payload capacity of 10 kilograms. Its motion range is ±160 degrees on the �rst axis and ±143 degrees on the
second.

System installation took less than 10 days, notes Matt Talbot, a design engineer at Ricoh. Wiring and testing took nearly a week,
while further developments to reduce cycle time and improve system e�ciency required another couple days.

During production, the �rst SCARA robot uses sensitive parallel grippers to pick a raw shutter body from a bowl feeder and place
it on the indexer. Five parts are then joined to the body in 7.5 seconds to complete the assembly. Next, the second SCARA picks
up and rotates the assembly 90 degrees before placing it on a packing tray.

This tray is held in place by a vacuum attachment at the end of the Cartesian robot’s Z-axis arm. After the SCARA robot �lls the
tray with 72 shutters (eight rows across by nine rows high), the Cartesian robot returns the tray to a shelf within a frame. The Z-
axis arm then moves down and selects the next tray for loading.

When all of the trays are loaded, workers enter the station and remove the trays before replacing them with empty ones. The
station door is left open during this time to activate light guards, which immediately shut down the Cartesian robot arm.

"This kind of job is made for automation because it’s so
intensively repetitive,” says Talbot. “Without automation,
the cost of doing it would be very high, and the quality of
the assembled parts could not be guaranteed.

“While it was cost that originally prompted us to invest in
robots, we have since become keen advocates of their
simplicity, reliability and pro�tability. So much so that
we’ve expanded other areas of the [production] line and
added three SCARA robots to the heart of separate
systems.”

For more information on SCARA and Cartesian robots, call
847-709-7308 or visit www.tmrobotics.com. 

The TH650A SCARA offers an arm length of 650 millimeters with a
maximum payload capacity of 10 kilograms. Photo courtesy Shibaura
Machine

Laser Projection Equipment Standardizes Welding Process

Everybody loves a train, but not necessarily for the
same reason. Some people enjoy the rhythmic
sound of the moving wheels or the challenge of
counting all the railcars as they pass by. Others
appreciate the important role that trains play in
transporting all types of products across America.

Still others, like Plasser American Corp. (PAC), love
trains because of the track they ride on. PAC, you
see, makes large machines that e�ciently and
accurately lay the track in the correct geometrical
position using hydraulic nonsynchronous constant
pressure.

Plasser America Corp. uses the Tracer projector to project component locations
onto the model frames of its railroad-track-tamping machines. Photo courtesy
FARO

More than 300 employees work at the company’s 150,000-square-foot headquarters in Chesapeake, VA, where various models
of track-tamping equipment are assembled in a low-volume, high-mix manufacturing environment. In 2019, after nearly 60 years
in business, the company set a goal to drastically reduce welding rework by initially welding all individual component parts on
each machine frame.

At that time, PAC was laying out each machine by hand using tape measures and soap stones. Unfortunately, machine
consistency wasn’t where it needed to be, resulting in too much rework being done in the main assembly areas. The company
needed to develop some standardization and best practices to accomplish its goals.

One practice they immediately stopped was the use of traditional �xturing and jigs. This is because some machine frames
require the laying out of 400 to 500 little parts. The time it takes to locate and �xture each of these parts is inordinate.

PAC next looked at using mobile devices on the shop �oor to display subassembly locations. Unfortunately, it still turned out to
be a manual process, with the welders and �tters relying on somebody to hold each part in place while they tack-welded it.

Eventually, PAC researched laser projection technology before purchasing a Focus 70 laser scanner and a Tracer laser projector
from FARO. Workers now use the hand layout process for the �rst machine frame type, before scanning the frame as a complete
model with the Focus and merging this scan data with related CAD �les. From these �les the company creates projector �les,
which enable the Tracer to project component locations onto succeeding model frames.

PAC likes that the projection equipment enables easy updating of engineering documentation for critical and noncritical machine
components alike. The company has also reduced the time needed for gathering and documenting component information on
an entire machine from four weeks to two days.

Layout time has been cut in half, as well.
Previously, six or more people were needed for
layout work. Now, one person does layout and
tack-welds components according to the
projection, while another person follows and
�nishes the welds.

A �nal bene�t is PAC can now pre-make all of its
components and weld plates. Once they are
attached to the machine frame, the Focus 70
scans the surface and creates high-resolution
images.

From these, the projector detects, in real time,
misplaced or missing parts, and foreign object
debris. It also allows PAC to perform targetless
alignment with the work surface by using actual
holes or edges rather than retrore�ectors. 
For more info on laser projection technology, call
800-736-0234 or visit www.faro.com.

Plasser machines ef�ciently and accurately lay railroad track in the correct
geometrical position using hydraulic nonsynchronous constant pressure. Photo
courtesy Plasser America Corp.

3D Cameras Deliver 100-Percent-Accurate Inspection of Bearings

Some of the largest machinery in the world
depends on the smooth operation of tiny ball
and roller bearings. Knowing this,
manufacturers do all they can to make sure that
the bearings they purchase for their equipment
are completely free of defects.

One proven way to achieve this goal is to
inspect each bearing with a state-of-the-art
vision system. Chromasens GmbH designs and
produces components for such systems,
especially when the application requires
stringent part-inspection tolerances.

Internal right and left RGB lenses enable the 3DPIXA camera to capture 3D data
of objects. Photo courtesy Chromasens GmbH

Grand Rapids, MI-based integrator Active Inspection (AI) recently customized its aiUltimate Max 3D inspection system for a
bearing manufacturer by incorporating two Chromasens 3DPIXA stereo line scan cameras and a Corona II LED line scan light.
The products’ advanced capabilities enable the system to detect defects down to 3 microns on any type of ball, roller and sleeve
bearing.

“Only a tailor-made inspection system could meet the requirements of this particular bearing manufacturer,” says Arun Dalmia,
managing director of Active Inspection. “[The system needs to inspect for] all potential defects on both sides of a large variety of
bearings at a rate of up to 80 parts per minute. Other defects included missing balls, rollers, needles and pins; incomplete
imprints; scratches; and �atness control. Press defects were of particular concern as well.”

The latter type of defect occurs when individual bearing components are pressed together. As a result, the defect has small
width and height extensions, and is �at with a shallow depth (only 100 microns). Detecting this defect requires precise 3D data,
according to Dalmia.

AI engineers selected the Chromasens camera because it can simultaneously capture this data and 2D color images in real
time. The images are taken at a speed of up to 29 kilohertz, with high resolution both laterally (15 microns) and vertically (5
microns).

To record 3D data, each camera relies on right and left internal RGB lenses that simultaneously capture dimensional data of the
bearing as it is illuminated from above by a Corona II LED light. A dual-level conveyor belt and a Siemens PLC enable the
cameras to take 3D images of the bearing top and bottom.

The PLC activates the inspection system when a bearing is conveyed under the �rst camera station on the top-level belt. After a
photo is taken of the topside of the bearing, it is moved to the second camera station on a parallel lower belt and rotated 180
degrees. The bearing underside is then photographed and both results are sent to the PLC, which automatically veri�es bearing
quality before rejecting bad ones and transferring defect-free ones to the next processing step.

A high-end graphics card stores all 3D data from the stereo images. All 2D images are stored in the system’s database, from
which the PLC forwards the results to the system’s control mechanism.

According to Dalmia, the bearing manufacturer
regularly inspects more than 100 types of
bearings, and typically inspects the same type of
bearing one batch at a time. To ensure accuracy,
the system is set up so that the operator must call
up a speci�c test algorithm to inspect each type of
bearing.

A built-in interactive editor lets the operator quickly
create new test algorithms as needed, says
Dalmia. After the person enters algorithm
parameters based on the stored images of sample
parts, the editor performs a calculation and
displays the algorithm result on the system’s HMI
display.

For more info on 3D stereo line scan cameras, call
949-699-6600 or visit www.chromasens.com. Manufacturers can simultaneously capture real-time 3D data and 2D color

images of an object with the 3DPIXA camera. Photo courtesy Chromasens GmbH
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MEDICAL REVIEW
The Right Robot for the Job
John Sprovieri // Editor In Chief // sprovierij&bnpmedia.com

Epson’s user-friendly RC+ programming environment
simpli�ed the job of programming more than 200
robots. Photo courtesy Epson Robots

MEDICAL PRODUCTS“A lways use the right tool for the job.” The old
adage is applicable whether you’re talking

about a hand tool or something as sophisticated as an
industrial robot.

When putting together an automated assembly line for a
medical device manufacturer, systems integrator
Automationnth faced con�icting requirements. Some
operations required a high degree of precision; others
simply needed speed. Picking the right robot for each
task saved the customer money without compromising
performance.

“When manufacturers come to us with automation
needs, it’s important for us to deeply understand their
strategy and requirements,” says Greg Young, vice
president of business administration at Automationnth,
which has o�ces in LaVergne, TN, and Poway, CA.
“They could be transitioning from manual production to
automation, or they might need to scale quickly. We help
them go from a blank sheet of paper to complex
automated assembly by working together to �nd the
best solution that meets their long-term objectives. We
also help maintain that equipment after it’s in
production.”

Founded in 1999, Automationnth has established itself
as a market expert in medical device assembly
applications.

Zimmer Group o�ers a variety of  products for the medical industry,

such as electric long stroke-,  or small electrical grippers, swivel units

etc. Our products are IP64 rated and sealed,  IO-link ready and are the

most cost-e�cient ones in the market for a reliable manufacturing

process. Click here for application examples.

Zimmer Group US, Inc. 

828 855 9722 

info.us@zimmer-group.com

www.zimmer-group.com

Zimmer Group – strong partner in the
medical and pharmaceutical industry

“During one of our consultations with a medical device
company, we came across a unique and challenging
manufacturing problem,” says Jeff Buck, vice president
of engineering at Automationnth. “Not only did we need
to provide high-precision and high-performance robots
on the front of the line, but we also needed time and
cost-e�cient robots on the end of the line.”

Precision Where It Counts

For Automationnth, Epson was a natural choice to meet
all the needs of this assembly system. An Epson
customer since 2017 and a member of Epson’s
AutomateElite authorized system integrator program,
Automationnth knew the robot maker offered a wide
range of products for small-parts assembly.

Pfei�er Vacuum o�ers di�erent technologies for leak testing medical

devices that are used to transport �uids or are directly implanted

inside the human body. For products that need water t ightness our

Micro-Flow technology delivers fast and reliable air leak testing with

reduced temperature sensit ivity. For more demanding applications, our

helium and hydrogen leak detectors are the perfect solution for

hermetically sealed, implanted objects.  

Pfei�er Vacuum, Inc 

Phone: 800-248-8254 

contact@pfei�er-vacuum.com

www.pfei�er-vacuum.com

Leak Detection for Medical Devices 

Flexbase, from Automationnth is a con�gurable, modular
platform for automation. It enables manufacturers to
standardize production equipment, simplify engineering and
maintenance, and adapt quickly to changing needs. Photo
courtesy Epson Robots

“A particular application that we developed for this
customer required super high precision. We were
looking for a robot that had ultra-high precision
capabilities,” says Buck. “We found the Epson G-Series,
and that’s why we picked Epson.”

Epson G-Series SCARA robots feature a high-rigidity arm
design that delivers high speed, high precision and low
vibration. The line-up offers a maximum reach of 175 to
1,000 millimeters and a maximum payload of 1 to 20
kilograms. The robot can perform a standard pick-and-
place move—1 inch up, 12 inches across and 1 inch
down—in just 0.29 second.

“With the G-Series, we were able to provide vision
feedback to provide offset settings back to the robot,”
says Buck. “This helped us establish an industry
standard by which Epson robots are now widely used
across many key life sciences manufacturers.”

ACE damping solutions quickly decelerate moving loads without

damaging impacts. Our shock absorbers assist with slowing down and

stopping functions, providing a quick and quiet stopping on machines.

Stainless steel options are available for areas that need to be sterile

and remain f ree f rom dust and debris.

ACE Controls

800-521-3320

shocks@acecontrols.com

https://www.acecontrols.com/

Provide safe, high quality care with ACE

Automationnth created a feeding system that used Epson G-
Series SCARA robots to handle components that were barely
visible to the human eye. Photo courtesy Epson Robots

An on-board I/O communications port adds to the all-in-
one functionality. This provides a direct connection to
the controller and includes power for the end-of-arm
tooling, making it easier to connect cables to the end
effector and supply power to it.

For applications requiring vision, the robot is already
equipped to seamlessly integrate with an object-based,
point-and-click interface for vision guidance. Using the
integrated vision system allows all development to be
done from one environment, thus reducing overall
development and con�guration time.

With reach distances of 400 and 600 millimeters, the T-
Series can handle payloads of 3 and 6 kilograms,
respectively.

Using a variety of automation equipment enabled
Automationnth engineers to deliver the best combination
of functionality and price.

“For the scope of this program, we were able to easily
install a range of Epson robots—18 from the G-Series
and 21 from the T-Series for each line. With six lines
altogether, that’s 234 robots,” shares Young.

Programming all those robots could have been a chore,
but Epson’s user-friendly RC+ programming environment
made the job easy. The software allows all components
to communicate on a single platform.

The FEC Micro-Nutrunner (On the AFC3000 series platform), o�ers the

following features:  Multi-spindle con�guration\sequencing, �eldbus

I/O interfaces, torque/angle control methods, fastening result curve

and data handling, integrated torque transducer and angle feedback

providing highly accurate closed-loop control of  the fastening process

at very low torque (0.8Nm & 2.4Nm tool sizes).  

FEC Automation Systems

(586) 580-2622      

sales@fec-usa.com

www.fec-usa.com

FEC Micro-Nutrunner

For this particular application, the �nal product was the
size a quarter. Its individual components were very
small, indeed. The parts had insertion tolerances of 20
microns in the X and Y axes and 1.5 degrees of angular
rotation. The robot would need to move with an
accuracy of ±5 microns.

Automationnth created a parts feeding system that used
Epson G-Series robots to identify and handle different
components that were barely visible to the human eye.

The company also employed its Flexbase con�gurable,
modular platform for automation. Flexbase enables
manufacturers to standardize production equipment,
simplify engineering and maintenance, and adapt
quickly to changing production requirements. It also
provides a lower-risk path to transition manual
processes to semiautomatic or fully automated
processes. Flexbase can be used for a variety of
processes including assembly, sorting, testing, handling,
fastening and joining.

Available in standard 4- or 6-foot-wide models, Flexbase
can be con�gured as a standalone automated
workstation or linked together to quickly create a
complete production line. Optional conveyors can be
con�gured with over-under pallet recirculation.

Performance Feeders Inc. fabricates high quality parts feeding

systems designed to support system operator safety in the

manufacturing environments while orienting medical products for

assembly. Our complete line of  peripheral components, such as the

double panel sound enclosure, integrated with medical grade assembly

equipment, create comprehensive parts feeding solutions that meet

the safety standards required by our customers.  

Performance Feeders, Inc.

813-855-2685

Sales@PerformanceFeeders.com

www.performancefeeders.com

Sound Solutions for Safe Medical
Product Assembly

Flexbase is ISO 6 compliant and can be FDA validated
with a documentation package. It has a maximum
height of 7 feet, 6 inches to �t through a standard 8-foot
doorway and includes built-in levelers. It is also
ergonomically designed to accommodate a standing or
sitting operator.

For this assembly, Automationnth needed to pick up
components from various feeding systems, including a
reel, a feeder bay and a tray. The parts would then be
inserted into the assembly, explains Buck.

Simplicity on the Back End

For processes at the back end of the assembly line,
which did not require as much precision,
Automationnth integrated Epson’s T-Series All-in-One
SCARAs, which offer industrial performance at a more
cost-effective price.

Priced 30 to 50 percent less than conventional SCARAs,
these compact robots are positioned to compete head-
to-head with Cartesian robots.

The controller is built into the robot’s base, so there’s no
need for a separate control cabinet or control box. There
are no cables to run from the controller to the robot. A
short cable duct on top of the robot also contributes to
the overall compactness.

Motion Index Drives precision link conveyors are made for each

application, manufactured with high strength aluminum extrusion, and

custom modi�cation for clean room requirements. Our conveyors

deliver high accuracies of  +/-0.06mm (+/-0.002") at each link

position. All mechanical components in oil are sealed as a standard

requiring no maintenance.

Motion Index Drives

877-978-1830

info@mid.us.com

www.motionindexdrives.com

Precision Link Conveyors and Medical
Manufacturing

Marposs’ patented Dosaset solvent dispensing system eases the

bonding process for joining plastic (polyvinyl chloride or PVC)

components, tubes and joints. Continuous dispensing and distribution

of  cyclohexanone or similar solvents with automatic control of  the

solvent level to eliminate clogging issues for improved bonding

operations.

Marposs Corporation

(248) 370-0404

marposs@us.marposs.com

https://www.marposs.com

Solvent Dispensing System
With the controller built in, setup and deployment are
faster and easier. To set up the T3, engineers simply
mount the robot to a tabletop, attach the end-of-arm
tool, and plug it in. After programming the robot through
an intuitive user interface, the robot is ready for work.

An on-board I/O communications port adds to the all-in-
one functionality. This provides a direct connection to
the controller and includes power for the end-of-arm
tooling, making it easier to connect cables to the end
effector and supply power to it.

For applications requiring vision, the robot is already
equipped to seamlessly integrate with an object-based,
point-and-click interface for vision guidance. Using the
integrated vision system allows all development to be
done from one environment, thus reducing overall
development and con�guration time.

With reach distances of 400 and 600 millimeters, the T-
Series can handle payloads of 3 and 6 kilograms,
respectively.

Using a variety of automation equipment enabled
Automationnth engineers to deliver the best combination
of functionality and price.

“For the scope of this program, we were able to easily
install a range of Epson robots—18 from the G-Series
and 21 from the T-Series for each line. With six lines
altogether, that’s 234 robots,” shares Young.

Programming all those robots could have been a chore,
but Epson’s user-friendly RC+ programming
environment made the job easy. The software allows
all components to communicate on a single platform.

“It allowed us to interface with the Epson robots using a
template code that that we developed,” says Buck.

Ultimately, the medical device manufacturer was
pleased with the automated production line, which
provided better quality and faster cycle time than
manual assembly.

“Our customer is very happy because they were able to
successfully execute one of the fastest production
ramps the industry has seen,” says Young. “They are
now producing millions of units per year, while also
improving their yield and product quality. This also
resulted in less product warranty exposure.”

Our dosing technology enables the process-safe �lling of  viscous,

shear-sensit ive, or abrasive products and so-called semi-solids. It  is

perfectly suited, for example, for dermal �llers such as hyaluronic acid

or liposome-based depot drugs.

ViscoTec America Inc.

770-422-4281

sales@viscotec-america.com

https://www.viscotec.de/en/applications/medical-technology/

Process-reliable filling of high-viscosity
products in medical technology
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POWER TOOLS

Austin Weber // Senior Editor //
webera@bnpmedia.com

Sensors and software help ensure that
the right tool is used on the right part.

Do You Need a Tool Location System?

Automakers rely on tool location systems to address quality and error-proo�ng
challenges. Photo courtesy BMW AG

O n an assembly line, a fastening tool is typically set up to install speci�c fasteners at a speci�c workstation. While an
assembler might be tempted to use that tool to help a colleague down the line, such good intentions could actually lead to

fastening errors. To keep that from happening, several companies have developed a variety of ways to ensure that fastening
tools stay put.

Boeing, Collins Aerospace, Faurecia, General Motors, L3Harris, Magna, Northrop Grumman, Volvo and other manufacturers rely
on the technology to address various quality and error-proo�ng challenges. Companies in a variety of other industries are also
investing in tool location systems.

“Any application that requires critical connections is a good candidate for the technology,” says Russ Hughes, marketing manager
at Desoutter Industrial Tools. “It makes more and more sense today, because of worker shortages and high turnover rates in
manufacturing.

“The main bene�t of using tool location and positioning on assembly lines is enabling a tool in space to select the correct torque
value when the socket or bit is on the correct fastener,” explains Hughes. “There’s no decision to be made by an operator. The
location device makes the decision for them in a free order or speci�ed order, if desired.”

Desoutter recently acquired a German company called Nexonar Soft2Tec GmbH that pioneered infrared sensing technology
several years ago. Its system is product agnostic and works with a variety of tool brands.

Tool location and positioning technology is popular for power train assembly applications. Photo courtesy Atlas Copco Tool and Assembly
Systems LLC

According to Hughes, Nexonar is the most advanced technology of its kind currently available. It can accurately position any
asset within 1 millimeter in real-time and with zero latency. The system is ideal for assembly applications where accuracy is
critical, with no room for error.

“We are seeing more demand for this type of technology today,” Hughes points out. “With high turnover rates in manufacturing,
training operators takes time and is expensive. Using Nexonar as a guide and coupling it with our Pivotware process control
system, a no-faults-forward system is ensured. It can also be used to guarantee a tool is in the correct position and the correct
torque is selected based on position.

“This technology takes positioning to the next level,” claims Hughes. “Gone are the days of wondering if an operator assembled
something correctly and fastened it correctly. Incorporating [tool location technology] into the process will eliminate the stress of
wondering if something was done correctly or not. This takes a smart tool and makes it smarter.”

“Tool location is the next natural step in the evolution of fastening tools,” adds Matt Crowley, product manager for total
workstations at Atlas Copco Tool and Assembly Systems LLC. “In recent years, manufacturers in a variety of industries have
migrated from tethered, air-powered tools to cordless, battery-powered tools.

“They’ve also used sensors and software to collect data related to parameters such as torque and angle,” says Crowley. “Now,
manufacturers can add on location systems that address Industry 4.0 and smart factory initiatives. Industrial location systems
address new challenges, such as ensuring that assemblers are using cordless tools correctly at the right time on the right parts.

“We see a lot of demand for this type of technology in automotive power train applications,” explains Crowley. “It ensures that
operators are following the correct engineering specs and are not installing the wrong fasteners or running them down in the
wrong sequence.”

Improving the ‘Sport’ of Manufacturing

Sensors and software enable operators to select the correct torque value when the tool socket or bit is on the correct fastener. Photo
courtesy Desoutter Industrial Tools

Location and positioning systems require sensors and software that precisely recognize a wide variety of assembly tools and
processes. In fact, coordinating and tracking movement on a factory �oor has a lot of similarities to what happens in the sports
world.

That’s why a company that supplies Airbus, BMW, Continental and other manufacturers with state-of-the-art technology also
works with a variety of basketball, football, hockey and soccer teams. Kinexon GmbH’s real-time locating systems are used to
record the movement data of athletes and their equipment through wearable devices. This allows the position data, tactics,
movement patterns and performance of world-class athletes and teams to be analyzed.

“It is critical to understand the importance of the value tool tracking and tool control technology provides [in manufacturing],”
says Mehdi Bentanfous, chief revenue o�cer at Kinexon. “Lost or misplaced tools create costly search and idle time, and may
even halt an entire production line.

“Tool management overall goes beyond just tracking tools and aims to automate manual processes, which take up valuable time
on assembly lines,” notes Bentanfous. “Additionally, automated tool con�guration enables error-proof tightening processes.
Through tool control, our clients avoid unnecessary rework costs and delays, while signi�cantly optimizing both the quality and
speed of their production.”

Precision, quality and speed are key factors for fast-paced manufacturing industries. In the automotive industry alone, a
production stop of just a minute can cost tens of thousands of dollars.

“Given the rather high potential of human error in intricate assembly lines, automated tool control is an unprecedented
advantage for companies,” claims Bentanfous. “In our day-to-day operations, we work with some of the world’s largest
companies and we commonly come across four major challenges that they are dealing with on their assembly lines: frequent
change of tool settings, due to the variety of products in production; extensive quality control; time losses due to non-value
adding work steps, such as scanning bar codes; and production errors due to incorrect tightening processes that lead to rework
efforts.

Labor shortages and high turnover rates are prompting manufacturers to invest in tool location systems. Illustration courtesy Kinexon GmbH

“Ultimately, any technology investment is made based on the potential of its return on investment,” says Bentanfous. “That’s why
our team works effortlessly to ensure our [system] provides a clear measurable value that re�ects directly on our customers’
bottom line.

“These bene�ts include a reduction in cycle time and scrap rate, which are two KPIs that manufacturers are constantly looking to
address across their assembly lines,” explains Bentanfous. “We are able to accomplish statistical signi�cance in these areas by
increasing assembly line speeds up to 5 percent.

“As the standards for product quality continue to rise, so will the use of automated tool management,” predicts Bentanfous.
“Companies apply exhaustive cost reduction strategies throughout their production process, putting a strain on product quality.

“Location data is a key tool for successful industrial automation and has been underleveraged for far too long,” says Bentanfous.
“With the rise of tracking technology, manufacturers gain new opportunities to increase output productivity while improving
quality. The business case for tool tracking can be easily proven, because it focuses on improving overall takt time, which
translates to an increase in production and overall pro�t.”

Tool Tracking Technology

Tool location and positioning systems are ideal for assembly applications where accuracy is critical. Illustration courtesy Atlas Copco Tool and
Assembly Systems LLC

Traditionally, RFID tags have been used to track tool usage in factories. ID Integration Inc. pioneered the technology with Boeing
in the late 1990s. Today, it supplies a wide variety of active and passive RFID tags, readers and software to other aerospace
manufacturers, such as BAE Systems, Honeywell, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman and Raytheon.

“RFID technology keeps getting better, faster and cheaper, driven by advancements in the high-volume retail industry,” says Gary
Moe, president and CEO of ID Integration Inc. “Costs have come down, readers are more affordable and read range has gotten
much better.”

“We supply products to manufacturers that use a mix of both active and passive RFID for tool tracking application,” explains Moe.
“The former is typically used on high-value, mission-critical tools.”

However, despite those bene�ts, there are some limitations and drawbacks to RFID. For instance, read range can vary anywhere
from 6 inches to more than 30 feet, depending on the application and the type of tag used. Because of the physics of RFID
technology, hands and bodies can block signals.

To address those challenges, several alternatives are available to manufacturing engineers, including infrared, LED and
ultrasonic systems.

Nexonar uses infrared technology and proprietary software to monitor the precise distances of objects on assembly lines. The
active tags can be easily applied to components, tools and operator apparel such as gloves or wristbands.

The sensors are monitored using one or several infrared cameras installed on an assembly line. Software then guides the
process sequence, clearly outlining the steps and eliminating the possibility of errors to help operators complete each task
e�ciently. It also registers the position of each part during assembly to ensure total traceability.

Desoutter’s system uses live motion capture technology featuring high-intensity LED tags located on a tool, person or product.

“We use a sensor that is looking for the infrared LEDs in the �eld of view,” says Hughes. “From this, we calculate the distance in
3D X, Y and Z of a virtual point from the tag to the end of the tool or �nger for process control purposes.

State-of-the-art technology ensures that operators are following the correct engineering specs and are not installing the wrong fasteners.
Photo courtesy Kinexon GmbH

"It can be stationary or on a moving line; it is very �exible,” explains Hughes. “Some manufacturers use live motion where they’re
actually capturing live images. However, for security reasons, some companies are concerned about this method. Other
manufacturers use ultrasonics. We tried this approach, but it is not very reliable.

“On a moving assembly line with many moving parts, there are always interruptions in the ultrasonic wave that disrupts the
process and disables tools,” claims Hughes. “Even a fan blowing on an operator could interrupt [signals].”

Another form of tool tracking technology uses encoders on an arm. “It’s reliable and works great for station-based assemblies,”
says Hughes. “The down side is the additional moving parts. Some systems also need to be calibrated annually. Nexonar does
not require this.”

Atlas Copco offers three categories of tool location technology, including bolt-level location systems (ILG and ILS) and station-
level location systems (ILT). It’s currently �eld testing a new line-level location system (ILM) for use on moving assembly lines
that will be available early next year.

Industrial Location Guidance (ILG) is an integrated, standalone error-proo�ng system that offers high-level process security for
applications ranging from simple to complex. ILG tracks the exact location of a tool relative to the fastening position, ensuring
the correct fasteners are tightened to speci�cation, in the proper sequence.

“Comprised of software, positioning hardware and a controller, the system combines the functionality of a tightening system
with position and process control,” says Crowley. “Typical applications for ILG include low-volume, high-value component
assembly, repair stations and �exible assembly cells.”

Industrial Location SpotPoint (ILS) is a wireless, bolt-level error-proo�ng system for handheld or �xtured battery-powered tools
that consists of a receiver and transmitters. The receiver triangulates the transmitter positions and generates location data
values for the transmitter. Through open-protocol software, position is validated and used to enable or disable fastening tools.

This system ensures that tools stay in the correct workstation and aren’t used for the wrong assembly application. Photo courtesy Atlas
Copco Tool and Assembly Systems LLC

“ILG and ILS provide guidance to operators to ensure they are fastening bolts in the correct sequence and aren’t missing any
fasteners,” explains Crowley.

Industrial Location Tethering (ILT) consists of a base station and a tool tag. It tethers to a speci�c workstation, ensuring that a
connected tool can only be used within its permitted work zone.

Using wireless measurement technology, the system monitors the distance between the base station and the tool tag. Tool
orientation detection allows users to easily de�ne criteria for roll and pitch angles, providing joint differentiation in certain
applications.

“ILT acts like a virtual leash for fastening tools,” says Crowley. “It ensures that tools stay in the correct workstation and aren’t
being used for the wrong assembly application.

“Bolt-level location systems are popular with manufacturers in a variety of industries, because they give you the most bang for
your buck,” claims Crowley. “They give you noticeable quality improvements and improve overall production processes while
addressing error-proo�ng challenges.

“Another bene�t is employee training,” Crowley points out. “Many of our customers that experience high turnover rates like the
fact that bolt-level location systems require operators to follow a speci�c order, based on the guidance that ILG or ILS gives
them.

“Our products are plug and play,” explains Crowley. “Engineers mount a sensor in a workstation, which connects back via a local
area network to our Power Focus controllers. Plastic tags are mounted on brackets and holders are attached to individual tools.”

Kinexon’s real-time locating system (RTLS) is based on ultra-wideband (UWB) technology. “Combined with our OS software, it is
the gold standard for precision and agility across industries,” claims Bentanfous.

Tool location and positioning systems are commonly used on automotive assembly lines. Illustration courtesy Atlas Copco Tool and
Assembly Systems LLC

“Our combination of location data and powerful Internet of Things software allows customers to interconnect assembly steps
with tool assistance systems,” says Bentanfous. “UWB has an extremely low latency, which allows [end users] to trigger events,
such as activating the appropriate torque for the respective production step, in real time.

“Another unique aspect of Kinexon OS is its technology- and vendor-agnostic data integration, meaning that it seamlessly
processes BLE, GOS, RFID, UWB and other localization technologies from any supplier, which provides unprecedented data
transparency for operational technology teams,” explains Bentanfous. “At the same time, it also allows customers to easily scale
up their [applications].

“For example, we have seen customers that utilize the same upfront infrastructure, cost and effort to scale use cases such as
from traditional search-and-�nd or track-and-trace to container management, all the way up to complete material �ow
automation,” Bentanfous points out.

“Kinexon OS follows a no code-low code approach, which means that no extensive IT skills are needed to operate or customize
it. The software uses drag-and-drop and simple drop-down menus to set up event triggers and place geofences. It also
seamlessly integrates with third-party software such as ERP, MES and WMS.”

This sensor attached to fastening tools enables engineers to monitor and track usage. Photo courtesy Atlas Copco Tool and Assembly
Systems LLC

According to Bentanfous, the main differences between passive RFID and UWB technology is in the kind of localization data they
generate. While RFID creates selective point-in-time data, UWB can generate continuous, uninterrupted real-time data
throughout a de�ned space.

“UWB technology is superior to RFID technology [when it comes to] data generation, data communication and �exibility,” claims
Bentanfous. “In terms of data generation, both UWB RTLS and RFID use tags to generate location data. However, instead of
RFID’s traditional gate system, UWB uses a �exible anchor network to calculate the precise, real-time position of assets.

“Another major difference to RFID is that UWB is capable of dynamically communicating data that supports efforts to fully
digitize process data,” says Bentanfous “As an example, our ePaper Tag can send and receive process updates or warnings
between the shop �oor and OS software. UWB was the clear choice for us when designing this software, due to the signi�cant
disadvantages of other location technologies.

“UWB RTLS adds value over RFID in terms of �exibility offered on the shop �oor,” Bentanfous points out. “Since RFID gates are
statically installed, UWB provides a huge bene�t when production processes or assembly lines frequently change. This grants
our customers maximum �exibility in dynamic production and logistics environments.”

Error-Proo�ng With Sensors and RFID

Error-Proof Screwdriving

Cordless Tools Improve Ergonomics and Quality for Assembler of Electrical Equipment
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FASTENERS

By Jim Camillo // Senior Editor // camilloj@bnpmedia.com

These success stories show
why screws, pins, rivets,
inserts and specialty nuts are
among manufacturers’
favorite fasteners for
assembling products.

Fastener Case Studies

Photo courtesy
Elhenyo, E+

E very assembly technology has its advantages. But, it’s hard to top the variety of fasteners and fastening methods available
to manufacturers.

The challenge, as always, is determining which fastener and installation method is best for the application at hand. It can be
hard to know where to start, what with so many head and drive types, torque and thread engagement tolerances, and mating
materials to keep in mind.

A good place to begin is to work with fastener suppliers as early as possible in the selection process, preferably before joint
design is �nalized. Together, OEMs and suppliers can perform trial-and-error testing and obtain data regarding each fastener’s
performance capabilities for a speci�c application. When this two-prong approach is taken, the result, more often than not, is a
high-quality assembled part.

The following case studies not only highlight successful applications of various fasteners and fastening methods. They also
showcase the different ways that fastener manufacturers meet OEMs’ assembly needs in industries as diverse as automotive,
marine, packaging and furniture.

Titanium Screws, Friend of the Environment

The ZAGO seal screw features a custom groove under the head and a rubber Buna O-ring. Graphic courtesy ZAGO Manufacturing

Every year, nearly 640,000 metric tons of lost �shing gear pollutes ocean waters and devastates marine ecosystems. Replacing
this gear is costly, and income lost to “ghost �shing” is irreplaceable.

The smart Farallon Buoy by Blue Ocean Gear promises to eliminate this issue by enabling �shermen to monitor and track their
gear in real time via a mobile app. To ensure reliable operation, the buoy is assembled with self-sealing, pan head titanium
screws from ZAGO Manufacturing.

Sensors within the buoy recognize when it is in or out of the water, and alert the user to anything unusual—such as equipment
that is entangled, being dragged by a trawler or moved by a storm. The buoy sits atop the water, attaches to a range of subsea
�shing equipment and even works when pulled underwater by strong currents.

“Our buoy is small and light enough to be stored inside a Dungeness crab or lobster pot, but durable enough to be bounced off
the deck or whipped around by 20-foot Arctic seas,” says Peter Macy, chief business o�cer at Blue Ocean Gear. “It must be
reliable, durable and perform in the harshest environments.”

ZAGO seal screws feature a custom groove under the head and a rubber Buna O-ring. When the screw is tightened, the groove
and ring produce a 360-degree, leakproof, waterproof seal that will not break or crack under treacherous conditions. This seal
prevents contaminants, such as water, oil, bacteria, sand and dust, from leaking into and damaging equipment, or leaking out
into the environment.

“We chose [this] screw because of its high resistance to saltwater corrosion, and [because] it is lightweight yet strong,” says
Macy. “Its O-ring resists saltwater and [has a] vast temperature range, hot and cold. We also like that [the] screws are pressure-
resistant, sustainable, reusable, and can be unscrewed and retightened multiple times for end-of-season maintenance.”

For more information on self-sealing titanium screws, call 973-643-6700 or visit www.zago.com. 

Little Pins Solve Big Problems

SPIROL makes coiled-spring pins (left) and Press-N-Lok pins. Caption Photos courtesy SPIROL
International Corp.

After several months, workers at a large Tier 1 automotive supplier wanted to improve the proces of manually installing SPIROL
coiled-spring pins into hub-and-shaft assemblies. Installation occurred after holes were drilled into each component separately,
notes Christie Jones, director of marketing and vice president at SPIROL International Corp.

“The hole in the shaft was drilled after it was cut to length, and the hole in the hub was drilled after it was machined,” says Jones.
“Operators would then align the hub with the shaft, and hammer a coiled pin into the holes to join the two parts.”

Drilling and pinning took 36 seconds per assembly, which proved to be too long and caused a production bottleneck. After
meeting with SPIROL engineers, the company purchased an automated Model DP (drilling and pinning) machine. This machine
aligns both components in a �xture, before drilling a hole through the entire assembly and installing the pin into stationary parts.

“By combining the aligning, drilling and pinning operations with one machine, cycle time is reduced to less than 20 seconds,” says
Jones. “This resulted in a cost savings of more than $110,000 per year for the manufacturer, and it achieved ROI in about 18
months. The �nished product’s quality also improved and lifetime extended when assembled in a single operation.

“It is always recommended that a hub and shaft be assembled and then drilled together in a single operation,” continues Jones.
“Otherwise, if there is even a minor difference (0.05 millimeter or more) between the hole sizes, the pin will be subject to
dynamic loading. A tiny change in velocity would equate to an enormous change in force on the assembly.”

SPIROL also makes solid Press-N-Lok pins, which have opposing barbs on each end that permanently retain two plastic
components to each other. The only limitation of the pin is it is not appropriate for brittle plastics or those containing a high
percentage of glass �llers.

Recently, an EV manufacturer decided to replace eight traditional screws with Press-N-Lock pins to secure two outer housing
components of a plastic charging handle for EVs. Jones says the manufacturer decided it no longer wanted the device to be
serviceable due to excessive warranty claims stemming from consumer-in�icted damage to internal components.

The manufacturer had also been experiencing relatively high scrap rates during assembly due to the screws stripping the plastic
host. For more information on specialty pins, call 860-774-8571 or visit www.spirol.com. 

Just-Enough Fasteners is the Right Amount

Optimas provides a wide range of fasteners to Faurecia for use in 111 of its plants in 22 countries. Photo
courtesy Optimas OE Solutions LLC

Faurecia SE has been the world’s largest manufacturer of vehicle interiors for the past several years. Automotive OEMs all over
the globe install the company’s seats, dashboards, center consoles, door panels, acoustic modules and decorative elements.

Because Faurecia is a market leader that continually expands its product lines, there is a risk for SKU proliferation to occur with
low-cost, high-volume parts. Having too many parts, in turn, leads to increased costs and redundant and excess inventory. For
this reason, the company recently turned to Optimas OE Solutions LLC for help developing a standardized global catalog of
fasteners and C-class parts offered or made by Optimas.

Step one in the process involved Optimas engineering experts learning how Faurecia assembles its products and designs its
parts. The two companies then worked together to help Faurecia identify and eliminate obsolete and duplicate parts, as well as
leverage existing parts to meet new engineering requirements. Today, Optimas deploys more than 200 million global standard
parts for use in 111 Faurecia plants in 22 countries.

“We started this journey with Optimas in our automotive interior systems division, and then expanded the effort to our seating
and clean mobility business units,” says Rainer Schulze, global commodity director of metal and mechatronics at Faurecia. “The
part standardization program not only reduced our piece part costs, but it also enabled us to launch new products quicker, due to
greater fastener access worldwide, decrease inventory obsolescence, improve product quality and increase customer
satisfaction.”

Schulze especially likes how the global catalog reduces Faurecia’s supply chain risk due to fewer suppliers and less managed
inventory. He also cites three statistics to summarize the program’s success for Faurecia.

The �rst one is 79 percent, which represents how many fewer parts workers need to handle during assembly. Other ongoing
bene�ts include a lower total cost of ownership, and a reduced inventory of pre- and after-market parts.

Key statistic number two is 82 percent, which is how many of Faurecia’s parts ended up meeting standard requirements and
required neither removal nor redesign. Number three is the $1.8 million Faurecia is saving annually as a result of having
implemented the standardized fastener catalog.

For more information on fastener supply chain management, call 844-678-7588 or visit https://optimas.com. 

Rivet Forming Does Double Duty

A large industrial packaging manufacturer relies on the B240 orbital forming machine to join
parts for a piston assembly used in its adhesive dispensing system. Photo courtesy Orbitform
Group

Rivets are a popular fastener for many joining applications, and can be installed in various ways, including orbital forming and
impact riveting. Orbital forming uses a rotating spindle with a mounted peen tool that forms heads on cast or machined posts, as
well as pins and loose rivets.

The tool is held at a �xed angle as the peen orbits the spindle axis. The peen presses on the rivet shank along a radial line that
begins from the shank center, displacing a minute quantity of material with each rotation of the forming head until forming is
complete. Bryan Wright, vice president of sales at Orbitform Group, says the process effectively joins similar and dissimilar
materials like metal, plastic, glass, ceramics and composites.

Impact riveting, by contrast, is a cold-forming process that permanently joins parts and is recommended for applications that
require simultaneous insertion and heading of the rivet. As the name implies, an impact riveter upsets the rivet with a quick,
powerful blow from the ram.

Late last year, a large industrial packaging manufacturer purchased Orbitform’s B240 orbital forming machine to join parts for a
piston assembly used in its adhesive dispensing system. Before installing the machine, the company relied on a �ywheel press.

“The press process caused cracking in the parts, resulting in the assembly often falling apart prematurely,” explains Wright.
“Because orbital forming requires 80 percent less force than the press, we are able to consistently form the parts without
cracking.”

Other bene�ts, notes Wright, include more part-to-part consistency, and no more double handling of the parts due to fewer
quality checks. The company has also increased throughout and signi�cantly reduced material scrap from 22 percent down to 2
percent.

A different industrial packaging manufacturer has been using a Milford impact riveter from Orbitform for about a year to join
sound-mu�ing fabric to parts prior to packaging. Previously, fabric was attached with break-stem rivets using a manual tool.

“The old method was very time consuming,” explains Wright. “For example, one part has 34 separate riveting locations, and each
location requires the part to be in exact alignment before inserting the rivet. Our equipment’s spring-loaded rollset tooling lines up
the part, as well as forms the rivet.”

For more information on rivet forming, call 517-787-9447 or visit www.orbitform.com. 

No Time to Rest for Bed-Foot Assembly

Essentra Components is providing to Bax Metaal a steady supply of
premounted bed-foot assemblies for box spring frames. Photo
courtesy Bax Metaal

Bax Metaal (BM) is a Noord-Brabant, Netherlands-based metal fabrication company that specializes in composite sheet metal
and tubular constructions. It also enjoys a reputation as a company that reliably produces high-quality products with a short lead
time.

In 2019, BM needed to source premounted bed-foot assemblies for box spring bed frames at a reasonable price. Each assembly
consists of an adjustable leveling foot, a threaded plastic insert and a bumper.

The company immediately turned to Essentra Components for help, due to a well-established relationship of several years. BM
provided Essentra with drawings from the bed manufacturer’s R&D department, and shortly thereafter, Essentra provided BM
with prototypes of the assembled leveling feet. Best of all, the assembly’s three components met the bed manufacturer’s
required hardness and dimension speci�cations.

“Essentra has proven itself to be a reliable partner from the start,” says Mathijs Kox, company director at BM. “[Their] �exibility
and capability to deliver [components] the same day means we [can] support the ongoing demands from our customers without
hassle.”

Equally important to BM is the money and time the company has saved related to bed-feet assembly. According to Kox, using
premounted feet saved BM a total of 425 hours in assembly time, allowing labor to be redirected for other tasks, including
assembling the rest of each bed frame.

Increased worker e�ciency also enabled BM to have the frames built and ready for showroom display just 10 weeks after being
contacted by the OEM. For more information on fastener inserts, call 800-847-0486 or visit www.essentracomponents.com. 

Steel Castle Nuts Secure Vehicle Axles

Castle nuts feature top protrusions that look like crowns or parapets of medieval castles. Photo courtesy Wyandotte Industries Inc.

Like their counterparts around the world, South American automakers need high-performance axles for their vehicles. Castle
nuts enhance axle performance by securing the wheel hub onto the axle.

These nuts feature top protrusions that look like crowns or parapets of medieval castles. The nuts are used together with a bolt
and a cotter pin so they cannot be tightened or loosened.

Wyandotte, MI-based Wyandotte Industries Inc. has been making carbon-steel castle nuts for a South American automotive
manufacturer for several years. Wyandotte uses screw machines and slotting and tapping equipment to produce the nuts
according to customer-supplied prints and speci�cations.

After a screw machine blanks each part, the slotting and tapping equipment creates the protruding slots. Several 1-20(2B)
threads are then tapped, before a heat-treatment cycle of quenching and tempering processes is performed to give each nut a
26-36 surface hardness.

Each �nished nut precisely measures 0.5 inch high (with a tolerance of 0.005 inch) and 1.5 inches across. The nuts also feature a
125 RMS micro�nish and undergo a series of in-process tests and inspections before they are delivered to the client’s facility in
South America.

For more information on castle nuts, call 734-283-1870 or visit www.wyandotte.com. 
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LEAN MANUFACTURING
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New technologies, such as smart vision systems, provide a single
source of truth for continuous improvement projects.

Smart Technologies Aid Continuous
Improvement Efforts

The kaizen way is to take small, commonsense steps forward in a never-ending process of saving money, improving quality, reducing
accidents or increasing customer satisfaction. Photo courtesy Bosch Rexroth Corp.

P rocess improvement projects have traditionally struggled with obtaining accurate data quickly and easily. In many cases,
various data sources provide competing sources of the truth. Smart technologies offer the means to provide a single source

of the truth, without the time-consuming and labor-intensive efforts of the past.

There has been a tendency to brand all continuous improvement as kaizen. Kaizen is at the core of the Toyota Production
System, which strives to eliminate waste of all types. All employees, regardless of their level in the organization, work
collectively to achieve incremental improvements.

But, kaizen is only one tool for continuous improvement, and sometimes, manufacturers need to make changes that are larger
than mere incremental improvement. The COVID-19 pandemic and the Russian invasion of Ukraine are the most recent
examples of how major geo-political events can force manufacturers to dramatically change existing processes or procedures in
a short time frame. That sort of change is typically beyond the scope of kaizen and other incremental improvement programs.

Continuous Improvement With Kaizen

For complex, mission-critical problems, Six Sigma is a proven framework for data-driven problem solving in which the solution is not known,
but the customer is well known. Photo courtesy Bott GmbH & Co.

Kaizen is the Japanese term for “change for the better,” or improvement. It was developed in Japan after World War II, based on
the work of Walter Shewhart and W. Edwards Deming. Toyota helped to popularize the concept worldwide by making it one of
the lynchpins the Toyota Production System.

As envisioned by Toyota, kaizen can be combined with other process improvement frameworks to drive continuous
improvement. The kaizen way is to take small, commonsense steps forward in a never-ending process of saving money,
improving quality, reducing accidents or increasing customer satisfaction.

Kaizen is not designed to drive major process improvement projects or radical changes. This is a major difference between
Japanese and Western thinking. In the West, major and abrupt change is often the preferred method to drive big operational
improvements. The problem comes in making them stick and avoiding backsliding.

Major change efforts also suffer from rapidly changing priorities. In my career, I have run or supported more than 30 process
improvement projects. It was not unusual for me to be pulled out of one crisis-inspired project to take on the next crisis or grand
idea to transform the organization. This came to be known internally as the “chasing the shiny ball syndrome.” Unfortunately,
grand ideas and crisis-inspired projects do little to create a continuous improvement culture.

Kaizen, with its philosophy of gradual improvement, does a much better job of that. Kaizen is often associated with discrete
improvement events lasting from two to �ve days, similar to the “sprints” used in agile manufacturing projects. As a comparison,
even low-level Lean Six Sigma projects are rarely completed in less than a few months, and major projects can take several
months to complete.

Even so, there is a good argument for combining Six Sigma with kaizen. Six Sigma will teach kaizen leaders and participants the
tools to de�ne problems and solutions, the best metrics to measure improvements, and the basics of root cause analysis.
Indeed, participating in a kaizen event is a great way for new Six Sigma practitioners to test the process improvement waters
before taking on major Lean Six Sigma projects.

Solving Bigger Problems

Engineers who have used continuous improvement methodologies such as Lean Six Sigma typically run into a major obstacle: the accuracy
and robustness of the data used to drive improvements. Photo courtesy Armbruster Engineering

While kaizen strives for gradual but continuous improvement, there are times when more immediate, intensive, and impactful
change is needed. That is when some organizations turn to the kaizen blitz. The idea is to throw overwhelming and dedicated
resources at a major problem. This necessitates cross-functional teams with members from all stakeholder disciplines:
manufacturing, engineering, supply chain, �nance, quality and product management. The key here is that the resources
assigned are truly dedicated. They are removed from all other duties for the duration of the blitz, which is typically one week.

A kaizen blitz follows Six Sigma’s DMAIC methodology (de�ne, measure, analyze, improve and control), but in a more simpli�ed
form of preparation, event and follow-up. The simpler framework is intended to �t the shorter timeframe.

For complex, mission-critical problems, Six Sigma is a proven framework for data-driven problem solving in which the solution is
not known, but the customer is well known. Six Sigma became popular in the 1990s �rst at Motorola and then at GE with Jack
Welch. (GE’s legendary former CEO was industry’s most vocal advocate for Six Sigma.)

While DMAIC is the most well-known framework for improving an existing process, it has limitations in designing a new process
or �xing a process that is badly broken. In these situations, Design for Six Sigma or DMADV is a good option. DMADV stands for
design, measure, analyze, design and verify. DMADV uses many of the same tools of DMAIC, but adds such design tools as
Pugh matrix and quality function deployment.
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Limitations of Traditional Approaches

Kaizen is often associated with discrete improvement events lasting from two to �ve days. Photo courtesy Aston Martin

All three methodologies for process improvement—kaizen, kaizen blitz, and Lean Six Sigma—have proven their effectiveness
over decades, not just in manufacturing but in a wide range of industries. However, anyone who has used these methodologies
typically runs into a major obstacle: the accuracy and robustness of the data used to drive improvements. Often, there are
multiple sources of the truth, and stakeholders are typically unable to agree on one truth. Unfortunately, the result is that senior
management often picks what source of the truth will be used. And that’s too bad. My experience in more than 35 years in
manufacturing, supply chain and process improvement is that the folks closest to the process have the most accurate vision of
the truth. Ironically, these are the �oor supervisors and experienced shop-�oor personnel whose views are often the softest
voice in the room.

So-called smart manufacturing technologies, such as data analytics, have the power to solve this problem. Most of my
experience in manufacturing has been in machine vision applications. Vision systems have been a boon for quality control, but
the technology has had a limited impact without data analytics, edge computing and cloud computing.

I witnessed the power of machine vision to provide a single source of truth on one of my earliest deployments more than �ve
years ago. It was at a luxury mattress manufacturer whose products were priced higher than its competitors, resulting in a loss
of market share. The cost of goods sold was based on labor standards derived from data reported by the company’s
manufacturing execution system (MES).

Vision systems have been a boon for quality control, and it can do even more with data analytics, edge computing and cloud computing.
 Photo courtesy Zebra Technologies

We wondered how accurate the MES was. So, we used intelligent machine vision to observe actual labor times on a 24-hour
basis. The vision systems consistently showed that actual labor rates were lower than the standards output by the MES. Further
investigation revealed lax reporting practices by employees.

As a result, we were able to lower the cost of goods sold, which enabled the manufacturer to reduce prices to a more
competitive level, increasing sales. Regardless of how disciplined workers might be on labor reporting, machine vision can
provide one irrefutable source of truth.

Sustainability is another bene�t of smart technologies. Traditional process improvement programs often suffer from backsliding:
the tendency of workers to revert back to their old ways of doing things once a project or initiative ends. This has resulted in
many stakeholders judging their process improvement projects as failures over the years. The tendency to revert back is known
as the Hawthorne effect, named after landmark studies in the 1950s that showed folks did better work when they were being
observed, but reverted back to their traditional ways once observers departed. With smart technologies, such as computer
vision, the observers never depart. They become imbedded in the process. If backsliding occurs, the deviations from the
standard are �agged in real time, creating alerts.

We have come to expect a continuation of shocks to our fragile global supply chains, whether it is a national disaster, armed
con�ict, pandemic or �nancial crisis. These situations will require a rapid response and accurate decision making. Smart
technologies can provide the single source of truth essential for making this happen while fostering kaizen’s more incremental
improvements.

Editor’s note: A Six Sigma Master Black Belt, Anthony Tarantino holds certi�cations in project management and production and
inventory management. He is the author of the new book Smart Manufacturing, The Lean Six Sigma Way, published in May by
Wiley & Son’s. He will also be presenting webinar on July 20, titled “How Smart Technologies are Supercharging Continuous
Improvement Programs.” Register for free here.

New Approach Combines Lean, Six Sigma

Lean or Six Sigma?

Data Analytics and the Smart Factory
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
This special advertising section is your opportunity to quickly review

assembly equipment, tools, components and services that you can use to
make your product assembly operations more productive and profitable.

The GVMAXHD is a leader in its �eld with advanced communication

through IO-link technology. The con�guration and diagnostics have

been simpli�ed through NFC technology for ease of  use, and the

integrated Air Saving Control (ACS) system saves you energy.  It  has

excellent durability, power, and performance for all your needs.  

COVAL Vacuum Technology

(919) 233-4855

info@coval.com

https://www.coval-inc.com/

The Vacuum Pump That Does It All

Looking to improve the quality and e�ciency of  your assembly with

less workers?  Fusion Systems Group has the answer!  We transform

manufacturing processes into turnkey automation systems, providing

years of  cost-e�cient production.  Ready to learn more?  Please visit

our website for examples of  our automated systems.

Fusion Systems Group

(440) 946-3300 / (800) 626-9501

info@fusionsystemsgroup.com

www.fusionsystemsgroup.com

Automated Robotic Assembly, Brazing &
Dispensing Machines

June 2022
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Proline
10 Avco Road, Haverhill, MA 01835

978-521-2600
Toll Free: 800-739-9067
 Bench@1proline.com

www.1proline.com

ABOUT PRO-LINE

Founded in 1978, Pro-Line, headquartered in Haverhill,
Massachusetts, is the recognized leader in ergonomic workbench
design. The company is credited with producing one of the �rst
hand-crank, height-adjustable tables in 1987: the model EL, still
available today. Pro-Line ensures that all of its products are not only
high quality but ergonomically sound, making workers less fatigued
and more productive.

Pro-Line offers two workbench product groups. The Pro-Line Series
products are typical of general industrial and business operations.
Pro-Line workstations and workbenches offer enhanced modularity
to maximize production line and packaging �exibilities and
accommodate future needs. Applications include production
assembly of piece goods at individual or conveyorized workstations;
diagnostic repair at ECN stations; packaging and mailroom
workstations and workbenches; computer LAN stations; wire
harness fabrication; ergonomic material handling equipment to lift,
slide or orient heavy components; ergonomic seating; and more.
Many models are in stock and ready to ship in �ve days or less.

 The company’s Pro-Lab Series workbenches add extensive
casework (cabinets and pedestal units with drawers, doors) as well
as modular laboratory bench options for biotechnology businesses,
schools and laboratories. Clean-room workbenches are also part of
the Pro-Lab series and provide controlled environments for the
most sensitive tasks.

BalTec Corporation
724-873-5757

info.us@baltec.com
www.baltecorporation.com

No matter what manufacturing industry you are in, the control and
monitoring of the forming process is the key to every successful
fastening process. For over 20 years BalTec has been offering the
patented process control which was especially developed for radial
riveting and is now used in all joining processes of BalTec.

The basis of the process control is the monitoring of the force-
stroke curves over the time track using state-of-the-art sensor
technology. The unique function of the Process Control HPP-25 is
the patented and fast detection of the workpiece. The HPP-25 can
be used for all pneumatic and hydraulic machines equipped with
position and force sensors. With 6 different controlling parameters
and more than 40 prede�ned forming modes changes to new
production needs are fast and easy.

Visualization of process data and force / stroke process curves is
included in the standard scope of delivery. Optionally, a PC tool
(Windows 10) is available. Communication to and from a higher-
level control system takes place via prede�ned digital I/O. For the
transmission of process data via UDP, an IP/Ethernet interface is
standard. An interface to Siemens PLC (S7) is also available as an
option.

Boulware Equipment, LLC
3134 Pinkie ln

Newton, NC 28658
704-651-6061

BRAD BOULWARE
BRAD@BOULWARELLC.COM

http://boulwarellc.com/

Pallet Trash, Repurposed For Profit

In 2017 Boulware Equipment commissioned the 1st of 2 Shredding
systems at an assembly plant (pictured) in Eastern North Carolina.
When the plant increased its capacity in 2018, they returned to
Boulware Equipment for a 2nd Wood Grinding System. Now in 2021
both systems run simultaneously & Boulware Equipment is
responsible for over 100 + Tons of Wood Scrap a week from this
single location. This customer and many others choose Boulware
Equipment for their wood scrap recycling solution because of how
the scrap is handled & repurposed once it leaves your plant.
Boulware Equipment provides turn-key equipment design,
installation & startup. Our network of 100s of wood �ber buyers
across the USA allow us proudly to say we NEVER take wood scrap
to the land�ll.

Our company supplies woodchip trailers and logistics for the wood
�ber recycling at no charge to our customer. We reduce costs, lower
your carbon footprint, and repurpose your wood trash in a
responsible way, and guarantee no land�ll. Repurposing wood trash
is our mission.

Promess Inc.
810-229-9334

Promess@promessinc.com
Promessinc.com

Production on the day of delivery!

The Promess Electric Press Work Station is a stand-alone
unit with an integrated Promess Electro Mechanical
Assembly Press (EMAP). The EMAP is a programmable
motion controlled ball screw press with integrated motion
control and monitoring. The Work Station provides a fully
mobile and readily accessible, customized foundation for
assembly, test, and lab applications. Unlike conventional
work stations, the Promess Work Station is completely
electric.

Promess offers numerous standard Electric Press Work
Stations with capacities ranging from less than an ounce to
over 200,000 pounds to �t any application. This system is
fully electric and energy e�cient which helps maintain a
clean work environment. The in-process monitoring
determines pass/fail in part production and saves you
money instantly. The Work Station’s versatile con�guration
can accommodate your work area from a bench top to a
�oor station.

We at Promess encourage you to visit our facility or send in
your parts for testing to �nd out what style of Work Station
works best for your application. We have a variety of
con�gurations in house to show you and give
demonstrations on in our Process Development Center.
Contact us today for more information on our Electric Press
Work Station.

WEISS North America, Inc
888-WEISSNA (888-934-7762)

info.us@weiss-world.com
www.weiss-world.com

WEISS Flex-Dial Chassis Systems

WEISS Flex-Dial Chassis Systems provide you with the opportunity
to enhance your manufacturing processes through the use of
standard automation platforms. WEISS Flex-Dial Chassis Systems
are the only subsystems on the market with a Plug & Play design.

The cost of construction, installation and commissioning are
reduced to a minimum, thanks to our innovative Plug & Play
solution. Before delivery, each system goes through a
comprehensive functionality and quality inspection, after which, the
system can be set up on site and put into operation quickly and
easily.

Decades of experience and leadership in mechatronics, process and
supply chain management, world-class customer service and
industry-speci�c expertise, have allowed us to grow and respond to
all our customers’ requirements. WEISS is present and represented
in all markets - precisely where our customers need us, and WEISS
North America is here to serve you as a one-stop-solution for
automation.

We invite you to learn more about our WEISS Flex-Dial Chassis
Systems by visiting our website or contacting one of our automation
pros today.

FEC Automation Systems
586-580-2622

Sales@fec-usa.com
www.fec-usa.com

FEC’s “Mini” Electric Servo Press

The enFORCE’s lineup of servo presses includes the “mini-press” offering a
compact, small footprint design for loads up to 1KN (224lb) in both a
100mm and 150mm stroke.  The integrated load cell and resolver provide
highly accurate, closed-loop control of the complete press process from
start to �nish allowing control not only to �nal load or distance, but to have
monitoring capability on the complete press �t.  

Programming couldn’t be simpler with our “no cost” easy-to-understand,
picture-based user software while also providing resultant press data and
load / distance curves of each cycle.  This press and curve data can be
saved to a local / network drive or be retrieved by a PLC using one of the
available Fieldbus interfaces capable of data messaging.  

The 64 controller sequences using up to 128 programmable parameter sets,
allows capability for complex pressing strategies for multiple part / setpoint
processes.  The controller can easily be setup to control multiple presses
from a single set of I/O in a “master / slave” con�guration when multiple
presses are required in a single station. 

A powerful system in a small package.

ASG, Division of Jergens, Inc.
888-486-6163

asginfo@asg-jergens.com
www.asg-express.com

BLG Screwdrivers are ESD Compliant

ASG’s entire family of BLG screwdrivers are ESD safe, from the
original BLG to the error-proo�ng BLG BC2 screwdrivers. The
reputable HIOS brand ensures BLG Quality, Durability, & Reliable
Performance. In addition, all BLG screwdrivers come with a Free
Power Supply.

The BLG series employs a brushless motor that offers high
performance and low maintenance, which eliminates carbon dust
for a cleaner operation. The ergonomic and lightweight screwdriver
body uses an antistatic body case to prevent the generation of
static electricity, making it suitable for the assembly of electronic
components. Models range from .1 to 2.8 Nm (.9-24.7 lbf.in) of
torque, 690-1800 RPM, inline lever or push-to-start con�gurations,
and an accurate and repeatable auto shut off clutch.

The BLG BC2 is also great for error proo�ng with a built in Screw
Counter, Error Detection (number of rotations), a Direct Teaching
mode, and a Data I/O port for production management e�ciency.
These features identify fastening errors, such as missing or cross
threaded fasteners, in real time with high accuracy, all with user
friendly programming.

As with all BLG series screwdrivers, the tools can be preset and
calibrated with a certi�cate, and CE Certi�ed models are available.

Contact ASG today to learn more!

ATI Industrial Automation
919-772-0115

events@ati-ia.com
www.ati-ia.com/QC7

ATI’s QC-7, A New Tool Changing Standard

ATI Industrial Automation has developed a new standard robotic
tool changing and storage solution; the QC-7 Robotic Tool Changer.
When multiple tools are needed to get the job done, ATI Tool
Changers are a must-have. Designed for �exibility, Robotic Tool
Changers enable multiple robot end-effectors to be used in one
operation and allow for quick exchange of tooling for maintenance
and repair. This lightweight yet durable tool changer offers a variety
of con�guration options with ATI’s Pass-Through Utility Modules
and Tool Stand systems. 

The QC-7 Robotic Tool Changer features a low stack height and
mounts directly to ISO 9409-1-31.5-4-M5 robot wrists. This tool
changer is compatible with ATI’s modular Tool Stands and has an
optional tool storage hook to make robot programming easy. 

The pneumatically-actuated QC-7 features No-Touch locking
technology and a patented Fail-Safe locking mechanism for a
secure connection between the master and tool. The design
integrates lock/unlock sensors without the need for an additional
interface plate. This tool changer handles payloads up to 35 lbs (16
kg) and is compatible with variety of industrial and collaborative
robot models. 

SCHUNK
(919) 572-2705 

info@us.schunk.com 
www.schunk.com 

SCHUNK profile

SCHUNK is a German family-owned company and global player in
one. The company was founded in 1945 by Friedrich Schunk as a
mechanical workshop and has developed under the leadership of
Heinz-Dieter Schunk to a competence and world market leader for
gripping systems and clamping technology. Today, the company is
run by third generation siblings Henrik A. Schunk and Kristina I.
Schunk. More than 3,500 employees in 9 plants and 34 directly
owned subsidiaries and distribution partners in more than 50
countries throughout the world ensure an intensive market
presence. 

With 11,000 standard components SCHUNK offers the world’s
largest assortment of gripping systems and clamping technology
from one source, and 2,550 SCHUNK grippers makes it the largest
product range of standard gripping components on the market. The
complete program of gripping systems comprises more than 4,000
components. SCHUNK has pushed digitalization of its portfolio
forward for years now, ensuring that customers can plan their
processes e�ciently, transparently, and economically. Customers
also bene�t from SCHUNK’s comprehensive application knowledge
which is constantly growing and making progress in many
innovative �elds of application where automation can be applied. 

Motion Index Drives
info@mid.us.com

www.motionindexdrives.com

Precision Link Conveyors

Precision Link Conveyor systems are utilized for assembly
processes that require several steps and for these steps to be
performed in a linear fashion, essentially saving on �oor space.

Our standard precision link conveyors provide a very accurate
positioning from station to station (guaranteed +/- 0.04 mm at the
drive end and +/- 0.07 mm at the opposite end, regardless of
length). This accuracy is held in all directions and is achieved by the
hardened guideways that run along each side of the precision
indexing conveyor system.

Our LFA precision link conveyor systems have much higher load
capacities compared to other manufacturers of similar systems.
This is due to our lightweight aluminum links that are manufactured
from aircraft grade aluminum. The light weight aluminum links
gives the customer the ability to index at higher speeds.

Our standard LFA precision link conveyors have a unique pro�le at
the opposite end of the drive system to allow for much higher
indexing speeds without increasing vibrations in the system. This
special pro�le allows for the cam followers on each link to be in
contact with the cam plate at all times as they rotate around, which
allows for a very smooth operation.

Sue Stenhaug
Makita

(800) 867-8265 ext 3121
sstenhaug@makitausa.com

http://www.makitaassemblytools.com

Rivet Better, Without the Hose!

Makita is already the industry leader in providing battery operated
assembly tools to OEMs and now,  with over 100 years of
experience and our world class lithium ion battery platfrom,  Makita
is launching our newest offering into the assembly market: Cordless
Rivet Tools.

Rivets have been used in assembly for hundreds of years, and
although the principles have remained the same, the technology we
use to install rivets is improving.  Producing air to power your tooling
is becoming more and more problematic.  Battery operated rivet
tools reduce the high costs associated with pneumatic systems,
increase ergonomics for your operators, and allow for greater
mobility within your factory by eliminating unnecessary air hoses.  

Makita models XVR01T and XVR02T are our latest effort to provide
the next generation of product to our valued manufacturing
partners.  Makita’s new rivet tools offer:

Brushless motors delivering up to 4,500 pounds of force
(20kN)

Rivet sizes up to 1/4” (6.4mm)

Ability for most rivet types, including aluminum, steel, and
stainless

As manufacturers seek out new technologies to better improve
their processes, Makita will continue to offer tooling that exceeds
the expectations of our customers.  For more information about
these tools, please contact us at:

Gage Bilt Battery Installation Tools

Get rid of your airlines and add one of our seven cordless battery installation
tools for installing Aerospace and Commercial 3/32” - 1/4” bind rivet,
5/32”-1/4” lockbolts, 6-32 – 1/2-20 (M3 – M12) blind rivet nuts or 5/32” –
5/16” (4mm-10mm) seal plugs.  

GB101 is the lightest battery tool on the market weighing in at 2.8 lbs and
installs through 5/32” Commercial blind rivets.

GB101A is the lightest battery tool on the market weighing in at 2.8 lbs,
utilizes Gage Bilt’s special 50 series and 704 series Aerospace nose
assemblies to installs through 5/32” Aerospace blind rivets and nut plates.

GB106 installs through 3/16” blind rivets.

GB108 installs through ¼ blind rivets.

GB108A uses Gage Bilt’s 352 style noses to install through 3/16” lockbolts
and ¼” structural blind rivets.

GB110A uses Gage Bilt’s 352 style noses to install through 1/4"” lockbolts
and ¼” structural blind rivets.

GB128 installs 5/32” – 5/16” (4mm-10mm) seal plugs.

GB116RN – NEW RIVET NUT TOOL installs 6-32 – 1/2-20 (M3 – M12) blind
rivet nuts.  Can be operated for either force or stroke control.

Gage Bilt has you covered for any of your cordless battery tool needs.

Gage Bilt Inc.  
586-226-1500  

 solutions@gagebilt.com 

Branson GLX Micro Laser Welder

Emerson’s Branson GLX Micro Laser Welder, supporting the need to
manufacture smaller and more delicate plastic parts used in the
medical and consumer electronics industries. The benchtop version of
the GLX Series uses advanced laser technology and incredibly low
clamp force to produce precise, clean and repeatable welds of
superior aesthetic quality and performance. This provides
manufacturers with greater design freedom and increased production
throughput.

 

The GLX Micro uses the patented Simultaneous Through-
Transmission Infrared® (STTlr®) laser welding technology, which
enables manufacturers to achieve superior weld strength and quality
with exceptional speed and �exibility. STTlr eliminates the use of
friction which may generate �ash and particulates, thereby ensuring
smooth and barely visible weld lines can be incorporated into product
designs. With STTlr, highly complex 3D contours can be
accommodated, allowing designers to create parts for maximum
functionality and ergonomic appeal. The GLX-micro offers the
industry’s lowest clamp force of 1 Newton, enabling the joining of
small and very delicate parts, including those with embedded
electronics and sensors.  Offering cleanroom compatible, stainless-
steel design, requiring no lubricant., To support traceability, production
data, including weld depth and clamp force, is available in a range of
formats.

Emerson
203-796-0400

www.Emerson.com/Branson

DEPRAG, Inc.
640 Hembry St.

Lewisville, TX 75057
800-433-7724
972-221-8731

info@depragusa.com
www.depragusa.com

DEPRAG Screwdriver Function
Module (SFM)

DEPRAG’s Screwdriver Function Modules (SFMs) are
intended to form the basis of virtually any automated
screwdriving system.  In particular, an SFM is supplied
as an integration-ready, fully functional sub-assembly,
thus reducing engineering and production efforts
considerably.

Available in single- and multi-spindle units, these
modules can be con�gured for use in a wide variety of
applications and torque ranges.  Designs exist not
only for standard horizontal or vertical screwdriving,
but also for more specialized applications such as
inverted orientation (under�oor), recessed screw
joints, or where the SFM’s form factor must be
compact, and all versions can be equipped with
automatic screw feeding, if desired.

SFMs are compatible with any DEPRAG screwdriving
spindle, and when out�tted with our MINIMAT-EC,
MINIMAT-EC Servo, or DEPRAG Plus models, the
complete acquisition of process data is made
possible. Moreover, spindles are equipped with quick-
change-chucks, enabling bit changes in a matter of
seconds.

As with any DEPRAG product, Screwdriver Function
Modules are backed by the world-renowned
engineering, service, and support of a leader in
assembly systems. Call us today to learn more.
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MOSER ON MANUFACTURING

HARRY MOSER // PRESIDENT // THE RESHORING INITIATIVE

CONTACT
Author

Training the Next
Generation Manufacturing
Workforce: Part 1

Volvo recently opened a “Car University” and technical center at its South Carolina assembly plant. Photo courtesy Volvo

Training the next generation of manufacturing workers is essential to the success of U.S. manufacturing and the economy. A
recent McKinsey study found that restoring growth and competitiveness in 16 key manufacturing industries could boost annual
U.S. GDP by more than 15 percent. A talent pool of quali�ed job candidates is essential for meeting U.S. manufacturers’ needs
for capacity, productivity and innovation. Developing a skilled workforce will help us to overcome our lack of global cost
competitiveness and drive long-term reshoring and growth.

Seventy-seven percent of manufacturers say they will have ongoing di�culties in attracting and retaining workers in the next few
years. A Deloitte study �nds that, “Left unabated, the manufacturing skills gap—which is now anticipated to leave 2.1 million jobs
un�lled by 2030—could cost the U.S. economy as much as $1 trillion.”

For example, semiconductors are considered the backbone of the technology industry and critical to U.S. economic growth,
national security and global competitiveness. The United States was once the global leader in semiconductor manufacturing, but
over the past 30 years, our share of global chip production has fallen from 37 percent to just 12 percent. Unfortunately, growth in
the U.S. semiconductor industrial base is threatened by a talent gap. According to a study conducted by Deloitte and
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International, 77 percent of industry executives believe there is currently a critical talent
shortage; 82 percent believe there is a shortage of quali�ed candidates; and 73 percent see a lack of diverse skills and talent.

The skills gap could cost the U.S.
economy as much as $1 trillion.

Stanley Black & Decker is changing the manufacturing misperception narrative with a $25 million initiative to advance
vocational skills training over the next �ve years. Photo courtesy Stanley Black & Decker

Collaboration for Workforce Development
Here are some partnerships, companies, communities and training initiatives that are trying to close the manufacturing skills
gap, correct misperceptions, and up-skill and re-skill the U.S. manufacturing workforce.

A semiconductor workforce development program is part of Intel Corp.’s $20 billion commitment to build two new chip factories
in Ohio. The tech giant is investing $100 million over the next decade to support education, research and workforce development
in the U.S. Approximately $50 million will establish an Ohio semiconductor education and research program, providing new
certi�cations, faculty training and programs to re-skill and up-skill the existing workforce. The remaining $50 million will be
matched by an additional $50 million from the U.S. National Science Foundation for grant funding over the next decade.

Volvo recently opened a “Car University” and technical center at its South Carolina assembly plant. The facilities will provide
industry-leading training, including a leadership program created in partnership with the Yale University School of Management.  

 Tool giant Stanley Black & Decker is changing the manufacturing misperception narrative with a $25 million initiative to advance
vocational skills training programs over the next �ve years. The training programs are designed to change misperceptions that
skilled trade careers are not well-paying. The company has been a leading example of reshoring, including bringing back
production of the Craftsman line.

France-based Schneider Electric, a manufacturer of energy management and automation equipment, has chosen El Paso, TX for
a new assembly plant to boost domestic manufacturing capacity. “The supply chain challenges of the past year have
demonstrated the importance of increasing our domestic manufacturing capacity as quickly as possible,” says Annette Clayton,
CEO and president of Schneider Electric North America. Schneider Electric’s investments of more than $100 million in 2021 and
2020 have been used to build and equip new plants, purchase new equipment and tooling, and hire, train and upskill its
workforce.

The National Tooling & Machining Association (NTMA) is a trade association committed to ensuring the future of manufacturing.
NTMA is working to help �ll the manufacturing skills gap through a suite of programs targeted at students and their families,
schools, the current workforce and support organizations.  

The Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) is a nonpro�t association of professionals, educators and students committed to
promoting and supporting the manufacturing industry. Through Tooling U-SME, webinars, the SME Education Foundation, the
SME PRIME schools initiative and other programs, SME creates opportunities to help advance today’s workforce and develop the
next generation of manufacturing professionals.

In Part 2 of this series I will discuss the role of government in strengthening the workforce.

About the Author
Harry Moser is the president of the Reshoring Initiative. His column will appear every other month, alternating with Austin Weber’s
“On Campus.” Has your company reshored production? Are you thinking about it? We’d like to hear of your success or help you
achieve it. With your approval, we would love to report on your successes or opportunities in future issues. Contact
harry.moser@reshorenow.org.
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